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(uchastings.webconnex.com/TIL)
on January 10-11, 2019 as we celebrate the

15th Anniversary

of the

Center of Negotiation and Dispute Resolution
and we receive the

Ninth Circuit Award for ADR Education (see page 2).
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Integrated Lawyer
January 10-11, 2019
UC Hastings College of the Law

International Cross-Border Family
Mediation Training
May 6 (remote) & May 20, 2019
UC Hastings College of the Law

2019 Mediation Certificate
June 5-7, 10-11, 2019
UC Hastings College of the Law

HR Mediation Training
June 12-14, 2019
UC Hastings College of the Law

UC HASTINGS HONORED

Ninth Circuit 2018 ADR Education Award
The Ninth Circuit ADR Committee announced that UC Hastings is the winner of the 2018 Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) Education Award for its instruction in mediation, negotiation and arbitration. Established in 2005 by
the Judicial Council of the Ninth Circuit, the award recognizes institutions that have advanced ADR scholarship and
teaching. An award ceremony is planned on January 11, 2019.
“I want to congratulate our Center for Negotiation and Dispute Resolution run by Director and Clinical Professor Sheila
Purcell, and the rest of our faculty and staff who create programming and teach in the ADR space, including Clark
Freshman, Carol Izumi, Gail Silverstein, Betsy Candler, Deb Gerardi, Clint Waasted, Christina Jiang and many others
on this wonderful news,” said Academic Dean Morris Ratner.

The Ninth Circuit Alternative Dispute Resolution Committee notified Chancellor & Dean David Faigman of the award
by letter and noted it was “impressed with the law schools exemplary educational and clinical programs.”
The Committee specifically singled out Center for Negotiation and Dispute Resolution (CNDR) by stating that the
“outstanding conferences and educational programs at the Center for Negotiation and Dispute Resolution benefit ADR
practitioners and court administrators in the United States and abroad.”
“This is really recognition not just for CNDR, but also for UC Hastings’ school-wide, cutting-edge educational efforts,”
said Professor Purcell.
“The Center benefits greatly from being in the heart of the San Francisco and just steps from several Courts, including
the Ninth Circuit, with strong ADR history and programming,” continued Professor Purcell. “I just can’t say enough
about our programs and our school’s commitment to ADR education.”
Some the of the recent successes in ADR at UC Hastings have been the continued advancement of the Mediation
Clinic where students are trained to handle actual cases from the Small Claims Court and the Department of Fair
Employment and Housing Department; the growth of the Negotiation and Mediation Team as the “team to beat” at
both national and international competitions; the expansion of our world class faculty’s collaboration with non-profits,
commercial ADR providers and government agencies to bring our students and practitioners a deep theoretical base in
ADR policy and scholarship as well as real world practice opportunities; and Professor Izumi’s recognition from the
Clinical Section of the AALS for lifetime achievement and service to clinical education as a pioneer in the field of
mediation clinics.
“It has truly been a banner year for the College in this domain,” concluded Dean Ratner.
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Center’s NEW Offerings
International Cross-Border Family Mediation Training
May 6 (online) & May 20, 2019
This program is open to family mediators who want to advance their mediation skills to work more productively with
families where cross-border parenting issues arise.
This training will help family mediators issue-spot potential issues that require additional discussion and consideration between the parents, and help the mediator have a more sophisticated understanding of how to approach these complex
multi-jurisdictional situations. The training will cover the legal and practical aspects of international custody, child relocation, and child abduction that may arise when a family’s background includes more than one jurisdiction.
This 2-day training will be held in two parts.
Part 1 will take place on May 6 and consists of a online training that will provide a solid foundation for a mediator’s multijurisdictional family practice and cover fundamental issues, such as different models and styles of cross-border family mediation used globally, legal frameworks, and building a network to help mediators with these complex cases.
Part 2 will be held in-person at the UC Hastings Law School campus in San Francisco on May 20, 2019, and will cover
discussions on advanced mediation skills, addressing power imbalances, implicit biases, mediator self-awareness,
cross-cultural issues, the role of children in international mediations, and using technology to facilitate a
multi-jurisdictional mediation session. Part 2 will include hands-on exercises.
MCLE credits will be awarded. To receive MCLE credit, you must sign in and out during the designated MCLE registration period.
UC Hastings is an approved MCLE provider.

REGISTER ONLINE

UCHASTINGS.WEBCONNEX.COM/FAMMED

Ms. Melissa Kucinski is the owner of MK Family Law, PLLC in Washington, D.C. As part
of her law practice, she mediates complex cases that span multiple states and
countries. In 2013, Ms. Kucinski consulted for The Hague Conference on Private
International Law. She has authored over a dozen publications, many with a focus on
cross-border family mediation, including on cross-cultural issues and the use of
technology and distance mediation as a tool for families. She has presented at nearly
50 national and international conferences on cross-border family cases. Most recently,
Ms. Kucinski chaired an International Steering Committee for International Social
Service in Geneva, Switzerland, and was designated as a Legal and Mediation Expert to
an international delegation to The Hague Conference’s 7th Special Commission meeting
on the Practical Operation of the 1980 and 1996 Hague Conventions. She sat as an
advisor on several past delegations for the U.S. government, including for The Hague
Conference’s 6th Special Commission meeting in 2011, and a delegation that traveled
to Tokyo in 2014 to discuss bilateral operation of The Hague Child Abduction Convention with Japan’s Foreign
Ministry. While in Tokyo, Melissa conducted a 2-day mediation training for Japanese family mediators. She designed
a 40-hour international family mediation training offered by the American Bar Association in 2013 and 2015, and is
working with the Center for Alternative Dispute Resolution in the D.C. metro area to offer advanced cross-border family
mediation training. Ms. Kucinski, a fellow of the International Academy of Family Lawyers and active on its Dispute
Resolution Committee, is a panel mediator for 5 separate state and federal courts in 3 different jurisdictions in the
United States.
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The Integrated Lawyer
A Symposium on Wellbeing and the Practice of Law
January 10-11, 2019
Join our collective of speakers who will share insights,
research, practical tools and innovative approaches for
promoting wellbeing from the “whole lawyer”
perspective.
This program is for lawyers, law ﬁrm managers, mediators, legal scholars, law students and all those looking
to enhance wellness and wellbeing in the legal profession.
MCLE credits will be awarded. To receive MCLE credit, you must sign in and out during the designated MCLE
registration period (details will be provided in the program). UC Hastings is an approved MCLE provider.

REGISTER ONLINE

UCHASTINGS.WEBCONNEX.COM/TIL
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In 2017 and again in 2018, the Center for Negotiation and Dispute Resolution partnered with CNDR Adjunct John
Ford’s HR Mediation Academy to provide mediation training to HR Professionals at U.C. Berkeley and the Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory.
Using the “flipped classroom” model, students first learned the theory and concepts online and then came together
for 3 days of role play boot camp. The focus was on mediating workplace conflicts in-house before they escalate into
costly disputes that clog up the legal system.
All participants received a 40 hour Mediation Certificate and reported greater confidence in their ability to address
inevitable workplace conflict.

LBNL Cohort 2018

In June of 2019, an open enrollment version of this customized HR Mediation Training with John Ford will be offered
by CNDR and the HR Mediation Academy. To learn more about the training, please see the registration website below.
This powerful learning experience is focused on the emerging civility needs of the modern workplace (not legal ADR),
and is designed to equip you with the skills to successfully resolve challenging workplace conflicts. The theoretical
learning objectives are conveniently met online using video, a book on workplace mediation, quizzes, facilitated discussions and six 90 minute webinars. The online component starts on May 3, 2019. The skills based objectives are
addressed in person through interactive exercises and role plays at an engaging three-day mediation role play boot
camp held in San Francisco on June 12, 13 and 14, 2019.
You will have ample opportunity to practice your mediation skills while receiving supportive personalized feedback and
coaching from professional mediators. By the end of this workshop, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Describe the unique features of workplace mediation
Employ constructive techniques to resolve conflict
Identify which conflicts are suitable for internal mediation
Maintain neutrality while mediating in a workplace setting
Listen, ask questions, reframe, and manage difficult conversations in a helpful manner
Accurately sense emotional states and tactfully work with strong emotions
Explore assumptions in a culturally sensitive manner
Resolve difficult workplace conflicts

REGISTER ONLINE

UCHASTINGS.WEBCONNEX.COM/HRMED2019
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MASTERING
THE FUNDAMENTALS
OF MEDIATION
with JESSICA NOTINI

Last June, a group of 21 judges, lawyers, mediators, and law professors from diverse backgrounds, including staff
from the Judicial Council of California, California Department of Conservation, the California Public Utilities Commission, San Francisco Rent Board, and Hastings staff and faculty, completed our 2018 Mastering The Fundamentals of
Mediation Certificate program.
CNDR adjunct Jessica Notini led the program, with coaching help from CNDR’s own adjuncts John Ford, Jonathan
Gross and Robert Fries as well as mediators Joseph Maurer, Judy Gordon, Mary McLain, Patricia Prince and Peter
Sherwood.

The 2019 Master the Fundamental Mediation Certificate training will take place from June 5-7 and June 10-11,
2019. This comprehensive mediation training provides a unique blend of mediation theory, hands-on mediation skills
training and an exploration of the sensibilities and personal qualities required to be an effective mediator. We welcome those with no previous mediation training or experience, as well as experienced mediators who wish to enhance
their effectiveness. This course will also be useful for any attorney who represents clients in mediation to understand
the mediation process and to be more effective in representing clients in mediation.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS



Understanding and working with emotions in conflict



Understanding the dynamics of conflict



Approaching cultural diversity



Developing skills to facilitate constructive dialogue



Understanding and implementing mediator ethics



Discovering your own style and strengths as a
mediator



Working with lawyers and facilitating discussions



Developing internal qualities of a mediator



Facilitating interest-based and money negotiations



Creating a reflective mediation practice

“Jessica is one of the best trainers I have ever experienced. She
is brilliant at knowing her content and delivering it in an
interactive style which is energetic and humorous. Jessica also
has an unmatched ability to track and give detailed personalized
feedback to each student.” Nancy Foster, Director, Northern

California Mediation Center

REGISTER ONLINE

UCHASTINGS.WEBCONNEX.COM/MEDIATION2019
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International Court ADR Institute:
Envisioning, Designing and Implementing Court ADR
This past August CNDR offered another successful 4-Day International Court ADR
Institute. Participants from all over the world - Cyprus, Estonia, Kyrgyz Republic, Japan,
Lebanon, Pakistan, Taiwan and Uzbekistan - joined the training. The participants came
from diverse professions including lawyers, private
mediators, professors, court administrators and judges.
Participants not only learned from the instructors, they
shared ADR backgrounds and practices from their respective
countries.

Georges Feghali, Lebanon

This year’s program was taught by CNDR Director, Sheila
Purcell; Alternative Dispute Resolution Program Director,
United States District Court, Northern District of California,
Howard Herman; and Chief Circuit Mediator, Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals, Claudia Bernard.

Archil Chochia, Estonia

At the Institute, attendees learned how to lay the
groundwork for a successful court-based ADR program by
working with local stakeholders; how to assess community
needs, choose ADR processes suited to those needs and
develop the chosen program design; how to screen and
select cases appropriate for ADR; and how to implement,
evaluate and modify a program once it is underway.

Judge Yoshiyuki Yamada, Japan

Since 2011, the Institute has worked with global ADR
leaders from several continents and over 40 countries to
advance court related ADR.

Sitting: Fidana Alieva, Claudia Bernard, Howard Herman, Sheila Purcell, Nudrat Piracha,
Standing: Anvar Aslanov, Archil Chochia, Wei-Hua Wu, Rodoula Achillidou, Georges Feghali, Yoshiyuki Yamada, Billy Hileman
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Nudrat Piracha, Pakistan

7th Annual ADR Around The World
On September 17, CNDR hosted the Seventh Annual ADR Around the
World in collaboration with JAMS. We were honored to have three
Weinstein JAMS International Fellows. This Fellowship Program provides opportunities for qualified individuals from outside the United
States to study dispute resolution processes and practices in the U.S.
to assist them in their efforts to advance the resolution of disputes in
their home countries. Two of the speakers had also participated in the
CNDR International Court ADR Institute in August. Ellen Bass, Director of Weinstein JAMS International Fellowship Program, introduced
the three esteemed speakers.
Photo: Anastse Nabahire, Ellen Bass, Nudrat Piracha, Fidana Alieva

Fidana Alieva

Anastase Nabahire

Nudrat Piracha

Kyrgyz Republic

Rwanda

Pakistan

Ms. Alieva is the founder and General
Director of the Center for Mediation
and Negotiation in Bishkek,
specializing in the resolution of
commercial and labor disputes,
negotiation, conflict consulting and
training. She served as a member of
the second working group on the
country’s draft mediation law,
adopted in 2017. As part of her
Fellowship, Ms. Alieva intends to
strengthen her mediation and
negot i ati on skil ls, especi al l y
regarding commercial and labor disputes. She further plans to work with
experts in the international mediation
community to expand her
understanding of best practices
applicable to the development of
mediation in the Kyrgyz Republic.

Mr. Nabahire is a lawyer and
coordinator of the Justice Sector
Secr et ar iat , r esponsi bl e f or
managing relations with private and
public stakeholders working in the
fields of law, reconciliation, and law
and order, to establish courtreferred and private mediation in
Rwanda. As one of the first
graduated class of Rwanda’s newly
established law school post
genocide, Mr. Nabahire oversaw a
community service program to
reduce prison sentences for
perpetrators and founded the
primary organization in the country
that continues to coordinate
services to genocide survivors.
During his Fellowship, he intends to
study restorative justice practices in
the U.S., while enhancing his ADR
k n o wl e d ge t o a d va n ce t he
professionalization of mediation in
Rwanda.

Ms. Piracha is a lawyer, and
Fulbright scholar pursuing a doctoral
degree in investment arbitration from
George Washington School of Law.
She is a solicitor advocate in the
U.K. and advocate of the High Court
in Pakistan, a Fellow of the Chartered
Institute of Arbitrators and member
of Arbitral Women. She has served as
an advocate in international
c o m m er c i a l a r b i t r at i o ns a n d
international construction and
investment disputes before the ICC,
ICSID, SCC and adhoc tribunals.
Upon return to Pakistan, she aims to
pr om ot e non - vi ol en t conf l i ct
resolution through education,
training, mediation and advocacy.
During her Fellowship, she plans to
undertake an advanced study of
negotiation, mediation and ADR in
the U.S. while strengthening her
skills in cross-cultural and crossborder dispute resolution.
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Republic of Georgia Delegation Visit

Photo: Delegation from Georgia, Miranda Eremadze, Tamar Oniani, Giorgi Gogiashvili, Nana Kalandadze, Tamar Svanidze, Laura Mikava, K hatuna Arevadze, Amiran
Dzabunidze, Gela Kiria, Giorgi Tkavadze, Sheila Purcell, Tamar Chalidze, Vic Schacther, Victoria Henley.

On July 26, CNDR Director Sheila Purcell and Vic Schachter, Director of the non-profit, Foundation for
Sustainable Rule of Law Initiatives (FSRI), met with a high level delegation of judges from the Republic of
Georgia, hosted by the US Agency for International Development.
The group learned about UC Hastings' programs and about how Court ADR programs work. They were interested in
methods to ease backlog and ways to better address users needs.
Their focus was primarily on adding ADR and case management techniques to help reduce their daunting case
loads. They also observed proceedings and had meetings with judges at the San Francisco Superior Court, the US
Northern District Court and met with Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. They also listened to a presentation by Judicial
Council representatives on case management and related issues. There were 12 visitors in the group: six appellate
justices, one judicial assistant, two interpreters and one law professor from Georgia. We look forward to supporting
the progress of Court ADR in Georgia and staying in contact with our new colleagues there.

International ADR Career Panel
On October 9, CNDR co-sponsored a 2018 Fall Career
Panel in International Alternative Dispute Resolution in collaboration with American Arbitration Association (AAA), and
presented by the Hastings’ International and Comparative
Law Review. Students had a very interesting discussion with
Cedric Chao, trial partner and head of the U.S. Arbitration
Team at DLA Piper, and Sally Harpole, CNDR Adjunct and
international arbitration attorney. The panelists discussed
their experience and insights in international arbitration and
mediation, and shared their advice for law students interested in a career path in international ADR.
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Photo: (left to right) HICL Editor-in-Chief Runyang Liu, Cedric Chao, Sally
Harpole, CNDR Director Sheila Purcell

ADR Team

Our ADR Team is busy competing
provide updates in the spring.

this

Fall

and

will

Hastings supports it's grads by providing a free lunch
during the bar exam. CNDR volunteered at the bar
lunches again this summer. While Director Sheila Purcell
served lunches in Santa Clara, Senior Academic Services
Coordinator, Christina Jiang checked off names in
Oakland. Together, they cheered on and supported
Hastings’ grads who took the Bar Exam in July.

Bar Lunches

Photo: Christina Jiang, Flor Mesquita, Brittany Glidden, Leo Martinez, Jennifer Yoo,
Sonia Starks, Jennifer freeland Margaret Greer, Mario Lopez and Martin Stewart.

Mediation Clinic

Photo: Lisa Petro Noshay, Sheila Purcell, and Laura Andrews Navas.

The Fall 2018 Mediation Clinic is enjoying a banner semester! Under the joint supervision of professors Carol Izumi
(back in the classroom after successful cervical spine surgery!) and Betsy Candler, 13 clinic students mediated
dozens of Small Claims cases Monday through Thursday afternoons in San Francisco Superior Court. With a new
judge and courtroom clerk, and a new chief administrator of ADR programs, the Mediation Clinic's partnership with
the Superior Court is excitingly robust and collaborative. In addition, the Clinic continues its partnerships with the
San Francisco Human Rights Commission and California Department of Fair Employment and Housing. With referrals
from the agencies, every student-mediator was assigned to mediate at least one housing or employment discrimination
case during the semester. The student-mediators have received complimentary expressions of thanks and praise from
the parties, their representatives and counsel, and court and agency personnel. Congratulations to the Mediation Clinic
for a terrific semester!

Photo: (Left to right) Christina Isagholian, Sarah Madan, Carol Izumi, Zheng Qin, Brittany Stange, Matt Mardesich, Betsy Candler, Natalie Franzini, Molly O'Toole, Madeline
Streiff, Taylor Boutelle, Katelyn Dembowski, Swaaliha Abdul-Rahman, Runyang Liu, Melia Lum
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Law School for Dispute
Resolution in Bay Area

Welcome New Teaching Faculty!
CNDR welcomes Sally Harpole, who joins experienced adjunct Joe Sorenson will
co-teach International Business Negotiation in Spring 2019. Thank you to each of our long
standing adjuncts and a warm welcome back to returning Adjunct Howard Herman.
Sally Harpole is a full-time independent arbitrator and mediator
based in San Francisco, specializing in international and complex
commercial disputes.

Sally Harpole

Since 1977 Sally has advised and represented companies in most
major industry sectors relating to their projects in China. She has
extensive experience in foreign investment, trade and dispute
resolution matters involving China, including joint venture, merger
and acquisition, shareholder and corporation matters, technology
transfer and licensing, infrastructure projects, manufacturing, sales
and distribution, import/export trade matters, natural resources,
energy, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, textiles, real estate,
entertainment (including film, television & live entertainment),
advertising, sports, hotel management and other area resolution.
Joe Sorenson has over 35 years of experience as a corporate and
transactional attorney, with an emphasis on mergers and
acquisitions, public securities offerings, venture capital and private
financings, and joint venture and other strategic business
relationships. He is also a visiting lecturer at UC Davis School of
Law, where he teaches a course on international business
negotiations.

Joe Sorenson

Professor Sorenson received his J.D. from UC Berkeley School of
Law and has a M.S. degree from Purdue University and a B.S.
degree from Oklahoma State University. He retired from DLA Piper
LLP in 2014 and was also a partner at Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich
LLP (a predecessor to DLA Piper) and Graham & James LLP.

Professor
Clark
Freshman

Professor Freshman
will be attending the
regional
ADR
professor meeting at
UNLV. He completed
his teacher training
in Mindfulness for
Peak Performance at
UC San Diego, and is
c o m p l e t i n g
certification
in
teaching mindful self
compassion
in
Joshua
Tree
in
January.

Lecturer Debra Gerardi
This fall, Lecturer Gerardi taught a “Facilitation for Lawyers” class and led Creative
Commons with Gabriel Bellman. She also co-chaired the Wellness Workgroup at UC
Hastings. In response to the national Task Force Report on Lawyer Wellbeing issued in
August 2017, the Wellness Workgroup is researching wellness and wellbeing activities
at UC Hastings and other law schools to identify opportunities for enhancing structures,
programs and educational opportunities to support overall law student wellbeing. The
report will be submitted to the Academic Dean’s Office in December.
Furthermore, she presented Wellness & Wellbeing for Law Students at 1L orientation,
and to all-Inns session of the Inns of Court providing a holistic approach for self-care and wellbeing as a law student. In addition, Deb facilitated the annual UC Hastings Board/Faculty retreat and the Student Services retreat.
In October, she presented to nurse executives in Vermont and Boston through the Organization of Nurse Leaders on
the topics of conflict engagement, resilience and play as a path to wellbeing.
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